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Jackie Murphy runs an amazing business that per-

forms a variety of useful services often as part of 

settling an estate.  Think about what can happen when 

someone passes away, and the family is far away or just needs help in managing the property 

and possessions left behind.   Jackie can provide a complete photo inventory, valuation, 

transfer and liquidation of valuables, vetting and scheduling appraisers, shippers and other 

vendors, packing and transport to storage facilities, emptying storage facilities, return of 
rental or lease equipment including medical equipment, final clear out and professional 

cleaning, contract maintenance personnel such as electricians, plumbers, yard care, etc.  

She is extremely experienced, and recently helped one of my clients value and sell an unusual 

piece of business property.  Please visit her website at www.jmes.net and be sure to read the 

testimonials.  Some of these come from other people I have worked with who have also had 

excellent service from her. 

Dear clients and friends,  

How do you know if your User Name or Password Has Been Stolen?  There 

is a Way. 

Check out this short article about an ingenious student who built a data base of 10 million  

stolen usernames and passwords.  The information is useless for criminal purposes, but it can 

help you identify if your password or ID have been hacked.  A link to the data base is at the 

bottom of the article.  It also features a 

link to a useful Yahoo article about  

stolen passwords and lists other data-

bases. 
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Newsletter, April 2015 Issue 3 

Welcome to our April newsletter.  In this issue I want to share a wealth of interesting articles 

and useful websites that I hope you will find helpful and also give a great recommendation to 
a professional I have been working with, Jackie Murphy, who just really helped one of my  

clients. 

Recommendation:  Jackie Murphy Executive Services, LLC 
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AARP publishes many excellent articles about financial planning, and this is one of the 

better ones:   

10 Steps to Achieve Your Retirement Goals 
 

This short one-page article is full of great tips, including 

many that I have been advocating for a long time such as 

delaying claiming social security if possible, not underesti-

mating your lifespan, and prioritizing your major expenses. 

One challenge that couples often 

face when planning their          

retirement is that each person has a different vision and 

maybe even conflicting goals.  Forbes has published a 

handy outline of things to consider when planning      

retirement as a couple  

Ways Couples Can Map Out Their Dream   

Retirement Plans Together 

5 Ways Couples Can Map Out Their Dream 

Retirement Plans Together 
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10 Steps to Achieve Your Retirement Goals 

Are interest rates finally going to rise? 

Cetera Investment Management has put together a 

fine piece on what investors should ask about rising 

interest rates, and what rising interest rates may 

mean. 

Are interest rates finally going to rise? 

The Little Black Book of Scams 

The Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services has created a comprehensive 

website where you can research the various scams out there.  There is a page with background 

information about twelve different areas such as lottery scams, emergency scams, identify theft, 

money transfer request/fake check scams, tax scams, and travel scams.   

The Little Black Book of Scams 

As always, please don’t hesitate to contact us if we can be of help in any way. 

 

 

All the best, 

David  
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Securities and Advisory Services offered through Cetera Advisors LLC, member FINRA/SIPC. Cetera is under separate 
ownership from any other entity. 
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